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protesting against the delays of Rome, while the Queen of Scots is " committed to
the custody of three pestilent Protestants." To the Cardinal he uses the same
arguments as previously to the King of Spain: that although the Queen of Scots
had patiently endured "perilous imprisonment almost twenty years" [actually
almost seventeen in England], she was now in such increased "distresses and
desolations" that she might consent to unsuitable propositions.
He begs that the Pope appoint " a Cardinal of our nation/' so that foreign
Princes "would give better ear and credit" to the English Catholics. He hopes
His Holiness has not been influenced by reasons devised by Don Bernardino de
Mendoza against the enterprise on behalf of Queen Mary. If the Pope will inform
himself through Father Parsons, he will hear the " secret cause of Don Benardino's
sudden change." But Mendoza should not "induce the change or alteration of
His Holiness's former promise and designment . . . *n
On the same day Englefield wrote to Queen Mary from " my wonted lodging."
He feared there was litde news to content her; and that while Don Bernardino
remained in France there would be a " colder ear " at the Court to her require-
ments. While the Queen of England lives in " that domestical quiet and security
which she hath hitherto enjoyed and still enjoys," there is not much hope for aid
for the Queen of Scots from France.
" I have proceeded here to lay before the Pope and the King of Spain the great
dangers to your Majesty's royal person, . . . from the delay of executing that
which has been so long solicited at their hands," which they have " pretended to
intend . . ." Englefield assures her of ids uttermost fidelity, service and
prayer.2 This too was intercepted.
"... I have much ado to keep her in tune of patience , . ," wrote
Sadleir to Walsingham, three days later: She " is not able to strain her left foot to
the ground.   And to her great grief, not without tears, finds that leg wasted for
lack of natural nourishment   .   .   . "3
A week later one of the Catholic refugees abroad was writing to her of his
attempts to advance her cause with the Prince of Parma; but complained that
Parma "more delights and occupies himself in martial affairs than [in being]
careful or diligent in despatching of political matters;" as he " has been lately, and
yet is, in the enterprise of stopping up the river of Antwerp; whereon depends his
own reputation and a great part of the success of the affairs of this country; so
that he neglects other things."
Whereas Father Parsons believed Parma to attach the utmost importance to
the rescue of Queen Mary, this other correspondent feared that the " enterprise "
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